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Chapter 6  

6 DISCUSSION ON THE PROPOSED PRICING STRATEGY 

The previous chapters discussed the investigation, mathematical development and 

the application of a new cost causation based pricing strategy. This chapter discusses 

its nexus to the scope and the objectives of this study focusing on, 

i. Time based variation of costs components 

ii. Price signals provided by the strategy 

iii. Solutions for the identified barriers 

6.1 Time Based Variation of Cost Components 

Apart from the purchasing cost of energy, a pricing strategy shall allocate and 

recover two main cost components; cost related to fixed network assets and the cost 

related to losses. It is required to cost a load upon its real burden on the network 

rather than through averaging. The burden on the network in this sense can be 

considered as three dimensional vector; utilized capacity, utilization time and 

distance or location parameter. Owing to the nature of distribution networks in Sri 

Lanka, cost variation can be made along with only two vectors; time and capacity. 

This study proposes a recovery mechanism for costs related to fixed network assets 

by allocating them to the energy delivered. The proposed strategy works out a price 

on energy unit as per the exact burden on the network. The price is derived from 

incremental fixed cost of asset per energy unit. The incremental fixed cost per energy 

depends on both utilized capacity (power) and the time duration of particular 

capacity (power). Thus the proposed strategy is time based. Application of the 

proposed strategy verified that the resulting price reflects the exact extent of use of 

the asset. 

MW-Mile methodology or its variants calculate an average cost, based on 

multiplication of capacity (load or MW) and the distance of energy travel. In contrast 
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the proposed methodology considers the incremental cost, capacity used and 

utilization time for each capacity. Thus the proposed methodology is more of an 

absolute calculation compared to MW-Mile methodologies. 

The proposed strategy recovers the costs of losses as variable in each time interval T 

(in examples of Chapter 5, T= 1 hour). That is each energy unit is priced for cost of 

losses pertaining at the time of delivery. However this cost does not consider the 

changes in location within the network asset. Similar to the fixed cost recovery, by 

its construction the recovery mechanism of cost of losses is also time based. 

Therefore the proposed model of pricing is a time based pricing model (TBPM) 

which is also cost causation based. 

6.2 Price Signals Provided by the Proposed Strategy 

As discussed in the subsection 6.1, TBPM is cost reflective and provides time based 

price signals. Further the study also proposed a costing strategy for both active and 

reactive energies. This provides pricing signals on improvement of the power factor. 

These price signals lead to better decisions on consumption and the expansion of 

networks. Such discussions ultimately utilize the network in an efficient and 

optimum manner, achieving a good demand response. A good demand response 

brings many advantages as discussed in the subsection 1.1, reducing the long run 

marginal cost. This will be beneficial to both customers and utilities. 

6.3 Solutions for the Identified Barriers 

TBPM provides solutions for the following key barriers identified in the subsection 

1.2. 

 Lack of prudent costing methodology in costing infrastructure in 

distribution network 

 Complexity of present MW-Mile methodologies in the case of 

transmission network 

 Lack of advanced metering infrastructure which is required as inputs 

to MW-Mile methods 
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 Difficulty in adopting MW-Mile methods for distribution networks in 

Sri Lankan context. 

TBPM is cost reflective and more is an absolute solution for costing infrastructure 

than MW-Mile method in terms of capacity and utilization time. Complexity of 

TBPM is very much less compared to MW-Mile method and thus it is an excellent 

costing mechanism for distribution infrastructure where node density is high.  

It requires only input load curves of the relevant infrastructure asset and the energy 

losses both active and reactive. Metering infrastructure for the above requirement is 

practically available in Sri Lanka. Therefore TBPM can easily be implemented in Sri 

Lankan context both in distribution networks and transmission network in place of 

traditional average pricing mechanism. 


